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Abstract

KLOE is acquiring and analyzing hundreds of terabytes of data, stored as tens of

millions of files. In order to simplify the access to these data, a URI-based mechanism

has been put in place. The KID package is an implementation of that mechanism and is

presented in this paper.
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1 Environment overview

1.1 The KLOE experiment

KLOE[1] is the experiment for which the INFN DAΦNE φ -factory in Frascati, Italy, has been
built. Its main goal is the measurement of CP violation parameters at sensitivities of O(10−4),
but is also capable of investigating a whole range of other physics. To achieve its goal, KLOE
needs to acquire O(1011) events, which corresponds to about 1 petabyte of data.

1.2 Computing system overview

The KLOE computing environment is based on a set of distributed UNIX servers. Several
UNIX flavors are supported, the most used being Sun Solaris, IBM AIX and Linux.

The computing nodes can be divided into four classes:
• DAQ1 nodes
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• reconstruction and Monte Carlo nodes
• disk and tape servers
• analysis nodes, i.e., user machines

The first three classes of nodes, called the production pool in the following, are managed
centrally by the KLOE computing group, while the user machines are managed by the owners
themselves or by the computing service of their home institution.

No support from the KLOE computing group is provided for the user machines. However,
the requested software configuration is minimal; the only request is to run an AFS client or to
have a local copy of the KLOE software distribution (root access is not needed).

1.3 Event building and processing

A KLOE event is first totally built[2] inside a DAQ node; it contains raw electronic readout
data only. First it gets written in a memory buffer and is later on moved into a file. At a later
time, the event is read in by a reconstruction process on a reconstruction node that reconstructs
raw data into higher level structures and if the event is found to be of physics interest, all data
in the event get written to another file.

The raw event is normally used again only if a new version of the reconstruction program
is produced; the reconstructed event is instead of physics interest and as such read-in by several
analysis programs on several user machines during the lifetime of the experiment.

1.4 Data storage

In KLOE, events are stored as YBOS[3] files of reasonable size (up to 1 Gb at the time of
writing). The files are created on local disks first and moved at a later time to tape for long
term storage. When needed, some of these files are moved back to a (possibly different) disk
area for analysis. To keep track of which files have been produced and where they currently
reside, a central RDBMS2 is used[4].

2 Accessing the data

2.1 Data sources

Data analysis, monitoring and reconstruction software all need to access the data, but the data
source is quite different in the three cases:
• monitoring tasks read data from memory buffers in order to have the fastest response

times
• reconstruction tasks read data from one file at a time to well distribute the CPU load
• analysis tasks read data from possibly several files concurrently to process all the data

of interest

2.2 Local vs. remote data

Not all the data sources are local either:
• some monitoring tasks may use local memory buffers for faster execution while others

may need to read data from all the DAQ nodes in order to get the full picture
• reconstruction tasks normally read data from remote DAQ nodes, but for debugging

purposes a user specified local file is often a better solution
• analysis tasks execute on user machines which are outside the production pool where most

of the KLOE data resides, but some data may have been moved or produced locally to
speed up the analysis
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The distinction between local and remote data sources can be lightened by using AFS or NFS,
but only for files. The problem of remote memory buffers does not have a standard solution.

2.3 File bookkeeping

At any given time, the event files reside on the DAQ disk area, on tape and/or on one or more
analysis disk areas. Excluding the tape, all the disk based locations are temporary and there
is no guarantee that a given file will stay in the same place the next time it is looked for. To
prevent a file from being deleted from disk while it is in use, the central RDBMS is used; each
time a file is used, the application must inform the RDBMS and it should 3 do the same at file
closure.

Another problem is created by files that do not reside on an analysis disk area. They
must be moved there before an analysis program can use them. This operation is managed by
the central data handing system, so the application has just to ask for the files it needs.

3 The KID package

3.1 What is KID

KID[6] is a package that makes all the operations described in the previous chapter fully trans-
parent to the application; the application does not need to worry if the data source is local or
remote, whether it comes from a memory buffer or from file, where the files reside and so on.
The same code can be used to access any KLOE data source.

3.2 How does it work

The basic concept on which KID works is the use of URIs[5]. To obtain a data source, the
application gives to KID a text string containing a KID-recognized URI[7] and events begin to
flow in. It is the responsibility of the KID package to decode the URI and to perform all the
necessary communication with the available services.

dbdatarec:run nr between 19005 and 19011 and stream code=’rad’?report=true

Figure 1: An example of a KID URI - Accessing data via the KLOE data handling system

3.3 KID internals

The KID library is written using ANSI C for compatibility reasons. The object oriented ap-
proach is however followed as much as possible; the access to resources is object (or better
to say identifier) based, while protocol selection is achieved through function pointers. For
compatibility reasons, a FORTRAN interface is available as well.

The library itself is modular; the core functions are just an interface to the application,
all the work is performed inside the modules. All the general modules[7] (such as reading from a
file or a memory buffer, remote access or the interface to the data handling system) are already
part of the KID package and are normally the only modules needed by most applications.
Anyhow, new modules can easily be developed and added to an application (using the shared
libraries this can be done also at runtime).

Although very few new modules are expected to be developed, the development of new
modules is quite a simple task. Most of the URI manipulating functions are included in the
KID package, so the developer needs only to concentrate on the module specific code.

3else it is done automatically at process exit



kid_open(URI) "remote:/tmp/B_1_1@farm1"

{

schema,other = extract_schema(URI) "remote" "/tmp/B_1_1@farm1"

id.ptrs = find_module(schema)

id.hd = ptrs.open(other) remote_open

return id

}

kid_get(id)

{

return id.ptrs.get(id.hd) remote_get

}

kid_close(id)

{

id.ptrs.close(id.hd) remote_close

}

Figure 2: KID library internals with an example

3.4 Conclusions

The KID package has greatly simplified the application development in KLOE; since any event
source can be read-in by the same (few) functions, the application developer can forget about
this detail. Moreover, it has also simplified the user interfaces; since URIs are easy to write and
understand, no additional layer is needed to select the data source; the URI itself can be given
by the end user.

The end users, especially the physicists, have also gained a lot with the introduction of
KID. Having a unique user interface for selecting the data source was well worth the small
amount of overhead involved in getting used to KID URIs. Moreover, due to the flexibility of
the supplied URIs, complex event source selections are now at the reach of everybody.
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